Weddings by Just Add Flowers

Tel: 01202 699557
Email: sales@justaddflowers.co.uk

Your wedding is a very special occasion and for everyone
involved, including ourselves the florists, we want your day
to be your dream come true.
By listening to your ideas and discussing your vision,
combined with our love of designing and creating perfect
wedding flowers, we hope to help make this one of the
most wonderful days of your life.
The following pages show examples of the bouquets,
buttonholes and other important floral decorations we can
create. However, the potential is limitless in terms of
colour, shape and design. Please use these as initial
inspirations and discuss with us your vision.
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Many thanks to everyone who kindly gave permission for us to use photographs of their special day
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Summer meets Autumn

A mix of colours; enormous pink and red Roses
dominate this lavish, unkempt bouquet. Apricot and
green Lisianthus, white Nigella and pink Astilbe mix
easily with a host of textured foliage to help give a
flamboyant indulgent style
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Summer meets Autumn
In this exquisite Somerset wedding the bride pictured red and pink bouquets
with vast displays of orange blooms on the reception tables.

The bouquets showcased large red Roses and even grander Café Latte Roses nestled
up to apricot and cream Lisianthus whilst red Astilbe added a little height. Eucalyptus,
Bay and a mixture of fluffy foliage with a touch of white Nigella finished the unkempt
bouquets in style.

The bridegrooms buttonhole made to match the brides
bouquet had a focus of cream Lisianthus and white Nigella.
His peers having a red Rose buttonhole to compliment the
bridesmaids dresses.
Summer meets Autumn Photographs courtesy of rebeccafaithphoto.com
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Summer meets Autumn

To migrate the bouquet colours into the table flowers the same large red
Roses were joined by orange Protea and Gerbera, Golden Chrysanthemum
blooms, spray Carnations and Chrysanthemums in peach and rust, brown
Leucadendron and bright orange Asclepias encapsulated in a rich host of
mixed green and brown foliage.

Summer meets Autumn Photographs courtesy of rebeccafaithphoto.com
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Rosy Mix

A simple, yet beautiful hand tied bouquet using gorgeous
Avalanche Roses and soft Lisianthus. Petite Chamelaucium
adds the only delicate foliage to this bouquet
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Magenta Magic
Gaze into this exquisite array of magenta
Calla Lily and cream Avalanche Rose to
discover perfect peacock feathers
complimenting the lush green foliage
(Asparagus Fern and soft Ruscus)
wrapped with variegated Ivy to form a
perfect bridal shower bouquet.

The bridegroom
mirrored the brides
choice with
a buttonhole of Lily,
feather and Ivy

The handtied bridesmaids bouquets showcased
magenta Antirrhinums in
place of the Lily with the
same cream Rose and
green Lisianthus to
perfectly compliment the

Finally the same rich mix of colours and
blooms were choreographed into an exquisite
table display
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Trio of Roses
This bride chose 3 shades and size
of Rose to style her bouquet
around. Featuring a luxurious large
flouncy apricot Rose accompanied
by a mix of smaller roses, green &
apricot Lisianthus and Wax, all
accompanied by a mix of silver,
green and brown foliage including
tiny fir cones and bog Myrtle

This grand fireplace and
table displays reflect the brides
choices as used in her bouquet,
with the addition of Autumnal
Chrysanthemums, Gerbera and
Anigozanthos
“Trio of Roses” Wedding Photographs courtesy of Nisha Haq photography
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Trio of Roses

The two bridesmaids bouquets
(smaller versions of the brides)
help to decorate the cake table

The Bridegroom’s buttonhole
uses one of the small brighter
Roses, apricot Lisianthus and
shares the tiny fir cones; seen
only in the brides bouquet

The flower girls basket finished off with lace
“Trio of Roses” Wedding Photographs courtesy of Nisha Haq photography
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A Family Affair

These lavish hand tied bouquets in shades
of cream and white play host to cream
Avalanche Roses, Veronica and Phlox in
white, both cream and green Lisianthus with
deliciously fragrant Matthiola in cream, all
finished off with a mixture of fluffy foliage.
Buttonholes to match were centred around
the cream Avalanche Rose.

Magnificent floral stands showcase
Anthuriums, Chrysanthemum and
Gladioli in white, with Molucella and
an array of green foliage, variegated
Ivy and snippets of the flowers used in
the bouquet
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Late Summer

As the heat of summer starts to cool, large apricot Roses play the
central role in this exquisite spray, nestled in with red Lisianthus
amongst a bed of leaves in varying shades of browns and green,
Copper Beech & Cotinus cosy up with Sage, Eucalyptus and Olive
before a final touch of white Euphorbia completes this
stylish bouquet
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With Blue Ribbon

Orange and white flowers with blue ribbon were the order of the day for this
April wedding. The brides bouquet brought snow white spray Rose,
delicate white Nigella with bright orange Alstroemeria together in a bed of
fluffy fern and finished with ribbon in the colour of the brides dress

The bridesmaid bouquet similar in style hosted both white and orange spray Roses,
with the men opting for only orange spray roses and fern in their buttonholes
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Summer Shower

Masses of delicate Lisianthus in hues of purples & white tumble
down this teardrop shaped shower with Ivy and Eucalyptus
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Oh to be in England …...
now that Summer’s here

A glorious summers day in England is echoed in this pretty bouquet. Exquisite white
Peonies with just a blush of pink, jostle for prime position with large pink
Avalanche Roses, whilst a second smaller Rose in baby pink nestles deep amongst the
white of the Matthiola and Campanula, with white Lisianthus edged in pink, adding
frills to this summer melody. Perky green Bupleurum dance happily alongside the silver
Eucalyptus with cream Ammi adding a seamless finishing touch. The mix of these
blooms with the rich aroma of the Peony, Rose and Matthiola bestow a heavenly
summer fragrance to this bouquet.
Oh to be in England Wedding Photographs courtesy of Dom Brenton Photography | dombrenton.com
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Oh to be in England …...
now that Summer’s here
The same choice of English summer flowers
adorn the wedding venue contrasting with
the heavy oak décor, whilst horse shoes and
oak leaves reflect the beautiful outside
setting of the New Forest

Oh to be in England Wedding Photographs courtesy of Dom Brenton Photography | dombrenton.com
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Oh to be in England …...
now that Summer’s here

The large stunning bridal bouquet helps
to add glamour to the brides limousine

Summer flowers arranged in a
flourishing style enrich the basket of
the vintage bike and then once more
are tailored into a petite version, to
grace the tiers of the wedding cake

Oh to be in England Wedding Photographs courtesy of Dom Brenton Photography | dombrenton.com
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Dreamy Creamy Wedding

Buttermilk roses in abundance, shape all these bouquets and
buttonholes. Eucalyptus, Veronica, Lisianthus and Astrantia
complement the roses in each design
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Winter Wedding

A winter wedding bouquet with luscious Hypericum bringing colour
to this snowy palate of Eryngium and silver Ozothamnus Sussex,
gently softened in surrounding Chamelaucium with a
finishing touch of miniature fir cones
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Winter Wedding

The bridesmaid’s bouquet followed the theme of the brides,
also accented in the buttonholes
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Rose Delight

Avalanche Roses in pink & cream with a perfect touch of
Lisianthus & Chamelaucium help to enhance the fragrant
Eucalyptus in this handtied bouquet
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Pleasingly Vintage

Typical English country garden flowers grace this collection, whilst
the style lends itself to changes in the colour of the flowers to best
suit your wedding. Beautiful large Dahlias and sweet spray Roses,
available in a host of summer shades, allow you to select your
desired theme, complimented by scented Stocks, Veronica,
Lisianthus and Limonium.

Vintage Wedding Photographs courtesy of Dom Brenton Photography | dombrenton.com
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Pleasingly Vintage

The groom chose Rose &
Dahlia for his buttonhole

This bouquet brings classic spray Roses in
yellow to nestle with large white Dahlias,
yellow Limonium tucks nicely in next to
the deliciously scented cream Stocks.
White Veronica and Astilbe add structure,
along with the green foliage of Eucalyptus
and Ruscus. Finally, all are happily
complemented with supple apricot &
cream Lisianthus and hand-tied with
sheer turquoise ribbon

Vintage tureens host the circular table decorations which take their lead from the bride’s
bouquet along with pink, purple, white and yellow Asters which bring a new colour dimension to the
day. These Asters also feature with the Rose & Limonium in the filigree cone to create
wedding chair decorations in four different colours. Finally, the Aster is used once more, very simply
with Limonium and a yellow bow to decorate the serviettes
Vintage Wedding Photographs courtesy of Dom Brenton Photography | dombrenton.com
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Pleasingly Vintage
This wedding circle showcases the beautiful
Lisianthus as the solo flower

A ring of pure, delicate Lisianthus shown here in cream, apricot and green, is equally
luscious in pinks, whites and purple. This ring, also available as a heart or horseshoe,
can be laid flat or suspended from a feature to add more drama

Vintage Wedding Photographs courtesy of Dom Brenton Photography | dombrenton.com
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Pink Delight

A busy hand tied bouquet finds cream Astilbe with silver
Ozothamnus Sussex jostling for position amongst the
mixture of pink and cream
Avalanche Roses, Carnations and Lisianthus
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Wonderful White

Lisianthus creates a beautiful background in this sizable
handtied bouquet where Hydrangea which takes the lead role
is supported by Nigella, Helleborus, Astilbe and Ammi all
happily mingling with lush green leaves
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Wonderful White

The brides bouquet inspires the
flowers for the rest of the
wedding with Lisianthus
appearing through out, either
alone as in the heart below or
surrounded by other
complimentary stems

A wide selection
of sizes are
available,

Flower bars bring together all the wedding
flowers with a few roses for added effect

Lucky bamboo and molucella
reach for the skies in this
grand pedestal arrangement

Made to match
The bridegrooms buttonhole
uses the same delicate flowers
as the brides bouquet
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Something Blue

A heavenly scented cloud of
white stock, alstroemeria and
lisianthus play host to the blue
delphinium in this petite
bouquet, with diamante pins to
hold the matching ribbon. White
delphinium can used in place of
blue
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Funfair Celebrations

Buttonholes
and
hair to match
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Rose Bouquets

In a choice of colours
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Buttonholes
Choose from
hidden or visible
stems,
using a pin or
magnet to attach
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The Extra’s
hats hair wrists

comb

wrist corsage
comb

wired

crown
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Venue Displays

The huge cream and white
striking flowers of Anthurium,
Gladioli and Chrysanthemum
showcase a fantastic array of
textures, add in the greens of
Molucella, Fern, Ivy, Ruscus
and Aspidistra and
no colour is required

Peacock feathers are used to
enhance an eclectic mix of
flowers to make a large striking
arrangement
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Venue Displays
A collection of Lily, Rose, Carnation, Lisianthus and Anthurium in
either red or white accompanied by a mixed leaf ensemble join
together in these eye catching floral arrangements
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Table
Designs

This clear glass vase can be filled
with any accessories of your
chosen theme

Table decorations should allow the guests to
see each other, so they are best kept high on a
clear stand or low to be seen over

Low rings of flowers can
be used with or without
candles

Living flower tree to match
the brides bouquets
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Delphinium Blues in Church

Delicate blue Delphinium, peach
and orange Roses mix with the
cream of Lisianthus and fluffy
Astilbe to make varying sized displays for the church
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Wedding Designs
Your wedding is unique. We would love to meet you,
so do call to arrange a free consultation with one of the florists.
Telephone: 01202 699557 or email: sales@justaddflowers.co.uk

Prices from
£
Wired Bridal Shower Bouquet

145.00

Hand-tied Bridal Bouquet

75.00

Bridesmaid Bouquet

45.00

Infant Bridesmaid

20.00

Corsages

19.50

Buttonholes

7.50

Table Centre Displays

35.00

Top Table Displays

65.00

Pedestal Displays

75.00

Cake Top Decorations

20.00

Thank You Flower Boxes

35.00
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